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a b s t r a c t

The characteristics of surface indium species and the transformations suffered by In–zeolite catalysts
during the indium incorporation process by oxidative solid state ion exchange (OSSIE) are studied. This
method causes a progressive dealumination of mordenite during the exchange process evidenced by 29Si
MAS NMR and 27Al MAS NMR, producing a high proportion of octahedral aluminum that is further dis-
torted at higher temperatures. However, ZSM5 is a much more stable framework for this exchange pro-
cess. Exchanged indium (InO)+ and highly-dispersed indium oxide species (InxOy) have the ability of
adsorbing NO and further oxidizing it towards NO2. Together with these dispersed species, a certain pro-
portion of In2O3 crystals can be observed by XRD, which is higher for In–ZSM5. This zeolite presents a
lower threshold dispersion capacity. Wider and asymmetric XPS In 3d5/2 signals indicate the presence
of two surface indium species, one of them with a similar behavior to that of bulk oxide albeit not equal,
and the other strongly interacting with the zeolite. The high temperature treatment does not modify the
amount of surface indium species but changes their relative proportions. The quantity of highly dispersed
species is increased on In–mordenite while the opposite occurs as regards on In–ZSM5. This latter zeolite
is constituted by small, packed crystals with lower superficial acidic OH groups, which could originate a
higher amount of voluminous polynuclear indium cations remaining on the zeolite crystal surface during
impregnation, thus provoking the higher proportion of In2O3 outside channels after OSSIE. Structural
modifications are also observed by FTIR being higher for mordenite, such as OH depletion by solid-state
exchange, dehydroxilation and creation of extra-framework Al–OH species.

� 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Zeolites incorporated with indium have been studied in the last
few years as catalysts for the selective catalytic reduction (SCR) of
NOx. In pioneering studies, Zhou et al. [1] and Kikuchi et al. [2] em-
ployed preparation methods for these catalysts based on thermal
treatments in air atmosphere. By the same time, Beyer et al. [3]
proposed a reductive method for In exchange (RSSIE). Several other
methods for indium incorporation in zeolites were later proposed
which resulted in a broad range of catalytic features for these sol-
ids, some of which were recently studied [4]. Of the above cited
methods, the one most frequently used was the exchange by solid
state reaction in reductant atmosphere (RSSIE) in which reductive
and oxidative treatments were alternated to generate the indium
active species [5,6]. Recently, Mihályi et al. [7] prepared an In/H–
ZSM5 catalyst for DeNOx reactions from a mechanical mixture of
In2O3 and H–ZSM5 heated in argon to 580 �C where indium suf-

fered thermal auto-reduction and moved into exchange positions
as In+. Afterwards, In+ was oxidized towards (InO)+ in an oxygen
flow.

On the other hand, active and selective catalysts have been ob-
tained for the SCR of NOx with CH4 in oxygen excess [8] using an
indium exchange method that employs only oxidant atmospheres
as used in [1,2]. The oxidative solid state ion exchange (OSSIE)
method is based on the solid state reaction between indium oxide
and the protons of the zeolite that takes place at high temperature
under air atmosphere. Recently, this method has also been used for
indium incorporation in catalytic zeolite films; highly active and
selective structured catalysts were thus obtained for the NOx SCR
reaction [9,10]. However, since this preparation route involves
high temperature treatments in air and indium is first incorporated
by impregnation, modifications could occur in the zeolite structure
that finally determine the catalytic performance of these solids.
The objective of this work is to characterize the physicochemical
features of In–zeolites, such as framework integrity, type of indium
species and their interaction with zeolite structure, on In–morde-
nite and In–ZSM5 catalysts prepared by the OSSIE method. For this
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reason we have carried out a detailed characterization of samples,
employing Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy (29Si MAS
NMR and 27Al MAS NMR), X-ray Diffraction (XRD), X-ray Photo-
electronic Spectroscopy (XPS), Scanning Electron Microscopy
(SEM) and Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR).

2. Experimental

2.1. Materials and exchange procedure

The supports employed were the ammonium zeolites NH4/
mordenite (Zeolyst; Si/Al = 10) and NH4/ZSM5 (Zeolyst; Si/
Al = 15). The indium exchange was carried out in three steps: pre-
cursor impregnation, drying and high temperature treatments in
air stream (synthetic air). The impregnation was performed stirring
the zeolite powder with an excess of indium solution (0.5 g/l of In
(NO3)3 Aldrich P.A.) while the solvent was evaporating. Once a
paste slurry was obtained, it was dried at 120 �C overnight. Later,
a calcination step in air was carried out increasing the temperature
at 10 �C/min. For one set of samples the temperature was raised to
500 �C and maintained at this temperature for 12 h. For another set
of samples, a second calcination step at 700 �C for 2 h was per-
formed after the first treatment at 500 �C. In this way, different in-
dium/zeolites treated at 500 �C and 700 �C were obtained with
indium contents of 4 and 8 wt.% for both zeolites. Samples were la-
beled as follows: In(wt.%)/zeolite-treatment temperature (�C), for
example In(4)/mor-500.

2.2. Characterization techniques

2.2.1. Nuclear Magnetic Resonance of solids (MAS NMR)
29Si HPDEC (high power decoupling) MAS NMR and 27Al MAS

NMR spectra were acquired at 5 and 10 kHz, respectively, at room
temperature with a Bruker Advance II instrument (300 MHz).
Approximately 7000 scans for 29Si spectra were taken with acqui-
sition times of about 0.015 s and 1000 scans for 27Al spectra were
taken with acquisition times of 0.003 s. In this way, the popula-
tions of different silicon in zeolites as Si(4Si0Al), Si(3Si1Al), Si(2-
Si2Al) named Q4, Q3 and Q2, respectively, were evaluated. The
aluminum in octahedral (Aloct) and tetrahedral (Altet) environ-
ments was also identified.

2.2.2. X-ray Diffraction (XRD)
With this technique, the crystallinity of the zeolite phase and

the presence of indium oxide clusters were determined. A Shima-
dzu XD-D1 instrument operated with Cu Ka radiation at 40 kV
and 30 A was employed, with a scanning rate of 2 �/min between
2h = 5� and 65� which is the range where the most important sig-
nals of the zeolite and indium oxide can be found. The diffraction
patterns obtained were compared to those of pure NH4/ZSM5,
NH4/mordenite and In2O3 powders.

2.2.3. X-ray Photoelectronic Spectroscopy (XPS)
XPS analyses were performed in a multi-technique system

(SPECS) equipped with a dual Mg/Al X-ray source and a hemispher-
ical PHOIBOS 150 analyzer operating in the fixed analyzer trans-
mission (FAT) mode. The spectra were obtained with a pass
energy of 30 eV; an Al Ka X-ray source was operated at 200 W
and 12 kV. The working pressure in the analyzing chamber was
less than 5 � 10�9 mbar. Spectra were acquired in the In 3d, O 1s,
C 1s, Si 2p, Si 2s and Al 2p regions. The Si 2p peak at 103.0 eV bind-
ing energy (BE) was taken as internal reference. The splitting of
In 3d5/2–In 3d3/2 XPS signals was considered 7.6 eV for the signal
processing. All the peaks were fitted by a Gaussian–Lorentzian
component wave-form after an inelastic (Shirley-type) background

had been subtracted in order to calculate the surface atomic ratio.
The data processing and peaks deconvolution were performed
using the Casa XPS software.

2.2.4. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
Zeolite particles were analyzed by Scanning Electron Micros-

copy with a Jeol JSM-35C instrument operated at 23 kV accelera-
tion voltages. Samples were first dispersed in water and then a
drop of suspension was placed onto the sample holder. After that,
the sample was dried and particles were coated with a thin layer of
Au in order to improve the images.

2.2.5. Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR)
Pelletized solids were prepared in a standardized way using an

accessory to compress 100 mg of sample at equal pressures and
times. The zeolite pellets were placed in an ISRI chamber with
CaF2 windows equipped with conducts for N2 flow, cooling by
water and heating by temperature-controlled cartridges. After-
wards, the zeolite was heated in N2 flow at 350 �C and FTIR spectra
were taken with a Bruker IFS 66 equipment. In this way, the OH
stretching range (3000–4000 cm�1) of the zeolites was measured.
The interaction of NO on the sample surface was also studied by
FTIR. For this purpose, the pellet was placed in a glass chamber
with CaF2 windows and evacuated in He flow at 350 �C for 4 h. It
was then cooled to r.t. in He flow and immediately afterwards
put in contact with a current of NO diluted in He (5000 ppm) for
20 min. Afterwards, NO was purged from the gas phase and the
temperature was step-raised. At each temperature step, the FTIR
spectrum of the pellet was taken with a Mattson Genesis II
instrument.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (MAS NMR) of solids

Fig. 1 shows the 29Si MAS NMR of fresh mordenite and the same
solid treated at 500 �C and 700 �C. As can be observed, when the
treatment temperature increases, the signals with lower chemical
shift decrease in intensity and those with higher chemical shift in-
crease, indicating a progressive change in the relative Si population

-95 -100 -105 -110 -115 -120

 Chemical shift (ppm)

 a) Fresh sample

 b) 500 °C treated sample

 c) 700 °C treated sample
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c

Fig. 1. 29Si NMR spectra of (a) fresh In(4)/mordenite and of the same solid treated in
air at: (b) 500 �C and (c) 700 �C.
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due to a dealumination process. The 29Si NMR chemical shift signal
positions agree with those reported for this zeolite [11], located at
�113 ppm (SiQ4), �106 ppm (SiQ3) and �100 ppm (SiQ2). The
splitting of the SiQ4 broad signal for dealuminated mordenite re-
flects silicon atoms in crystallographic non-equivalent T sites, as
previously reported [12]. The deconvolution of the 29Si NMR sig-
nals for the In(4)/mor samples (Fig. 2) allowed us to calculate the
proportions of SiQ2, SiQ3 and SiQ4, as shown in Table 1. The amount
of SiQ2 and SiQ3 (surrounded by a higher number of Al atoms) de-
creases when the temperature increases. The dealumination is ver-
ified by 27Al MAS NMR (Fig. 3); a significant proportion of Al in
octahedral coordination or extra-framework Al (at 0 ppm) can be
observed in the sample treated at 500 �C. The main neighbouring
signal located at 54 ppm is from the mordenite Al framework,

tetrahedrically coordinated as reported elsewhere [13]. It can also
be observed that the treatment at 700 �C provokes a higher distor-
tion of the zeolitic structure, evidenced by the deformation of the
Al environment, both for octahedral and tetrahedral coordination,
as suggested by the tail of the 27Al MAS NMR signal. In this sample
treated at 700 �C, the possible presence of other minor phases of Al
species such as polymeric Al, Al2O3 or amorphous silica cannot be
ruled out because the low symmetry environment of these species
could be responsible for a slight broadening at the base of the 27Al
NMR signals (Fig. 3) under the narrow Al peaks [13].

Table 1 shows that for the In–ZSM5 samples a slight modifica-
tion of the SiQ3 and SiQ4 proportions with the thermal treatments
takes place. Silicon peaks at �115, �112 and �105 ppm are ob-
served (not shown) in agreement with lines attributed to the Q4,
Q40 and Q3 units of the ZSM5 framework [14]. The small change
of the NMR signals accounts for the higher thermal stability of this
zeolite even with treatments at 700 �C. However, the 27Al MAS
NMR spectra show a small peak of octahedral Al indicating a slight
initial dealumination in the fresh sample, which slightly increases
when treated at 700 �C (Table 1).

3.2. X-ray Photoelectronic Spectroscopy (XPS)

Framework modifications observed by NMR were produced
simultaneously to changes in surface indium species. In all the
samples studied in this work, widening and asymmetries were ob-
served in the 3d5/2 XPS signals. Moreover, the fitting of the In 3d5/2

spectra could only be done by considering two signals. This
indicates the presence of two types of surface species. The same
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Fig. 2. 29Si NMR signals deconvolution for In(4)/mordenite. (a) Fitting of 29Si NMR
signals for fresh In(4)/mordenite sample; (b) Fitting of 29Si NMR signals for In(4)/
mordenite treated at 700 �C.

Table 1
Proportions of the different silicon and aluminum poblations for fresh and OSSIE treated indium/zeolites, determined by 29Si MAS NMR and 27Al MAS NMR signals deconvolution.

Signal In(4)/mor-700 In(4)/mor-fresh In(4)/ZSM5-700 In(4)/ZSM5-fresh

SiQ4 68.0a 55.8 84.1 88.2
SiQ3 30.8 42.0 16.0 11.8
SiQ2 1.2 2.2 – –
Altet/Aloct 4.3 1 11.8 17.6

a Corresponds to Q4 + Q40 from Fig. 2.

100 50 0 -50

 Chemical shift (ppm)

 a) Fresh sample

a

b

c

 b) 500 °C treated sample

 c) 700 °C treated sample

Fig. 3. 27Al NMR spectra of (a) fresh In(4)/mordenite and of the same solid treated
in air at: (b) 500 �C and (c) 700 �C.
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characteristic was reported for temperature-treated In2O3/ZSM5
physically mixed solids [15] and for In–zeolites prepared by the
RSSIE method [16]. One In 3d5/2 XPS signal (LE) was located at
444 eV for mordenite and 445 eV for ZSM5, associated with species
with a structure similar to, but slightly higher than, that of the bulk
oxide, because the bulk In2O3 presented a 3d5/2 signal at 443.2 eV

(Table 2). The other In 3d5/2 XPS signal (HE) was found at higher
binding energy (around 446 eV), associated with species that inter-
act strongly with the zeolite (exchanged (InO)+ and/or InxOy spe-
cies). This high interaction could only be achieved by indium
species in zeolite intrapore (near the pore mouth) at exchangeable
positions, as observed for other cations exchanged in zeolites [16].

Table 2
XPS binding energies and surface elemental ratios determined by signal processing for indium zeolites obtained by OSSIE.

Signal ratios In(4)/mor-500 In(4)/mor-700 In(8)/mor-500 In(8)/mor-700 In(4)/ZSM5-500 In(4)/ZSM5-700 In(8)/ZSM5-500 In(8)/ZSM5-700

In 3d5/2
a/In 3d5/2

b 0.57 0.74 0.73 0.82 0.41 0.30 0.31 0.20
In 3d5/2

c/Si 2p 0.023 0.021 0.038 0.034 0.021 0.023 0.047 0.043
Si 2p/Al 2p 13.87 13.20 12.2 11.8 18.5 19.1 18.0 19.9

BE (eV)d

In 3d5/2
a 446.3 446.4 446.3 446.2 445.5 445.7 445.7 445.9

In 3d5/2
b 445.0 444.8 444.8 444.7 443.9 443.9 444.0 444.2

Al 2p 73.9 74.6 73.9 74.1 74.1 74.1 74.1 74.4

Nominal Si/Al of NH4/mordenite = 10; Si/Al by XPS for H/mor-700 = 12.4.
Nominal Si/Al of NH4/ZSM5 = 15; Si/Al by XPS for H–ZSM5-700 = 19.3.
Measured XPS BE for In2O3 = 443.2 eV.

a High binding energy.
b Low binding energy.
c In 3d5/2

a + In 3d5/2
b.

d The binding energies (BE) were referred to Si 2p = 103 eV.

455 450 445 440 435

B.E. (eV)

In(4)/mor-700

LE

HE

In 3d3/2

In 3d3/2

In 3d5/2

In(4)/mor-500 In 3d5/2

HE

LE

a 

b 

Fig. 4. In 3d XPS signals processed for In(4)/mordenite obtained by OSSIE at 500 �C
and 700 �C (HE: species with higher binding energy; LE: species with lower binding
energy).
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5/2
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In(4)/ZSM5-500 In 3d5/2

HE

In 3d3/2
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In(4)/ZSM5-700

HE

LE
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b 

Fig. 5. In 3d XPS signals processed for In(4)/ZSM5 obtained by OSSIE at 500 �C and
700 �C (HE: species with higher binding energy; LE: species with lower binding
energy).
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Fig. 4 shows the XPS spectra of In(4)/mor treated at different tem-
peratures, indicating that a change in the distribution of surface in-
dium species has taken place. A similar behavior is observed when
the In loading increases. However, the signal deconvolution and
integration indicates that the In/Si ratio remains unchanged. The
XPS results are summarized in Table 2.

In the In–ZSM5 samples (Fig. 5), the coexistence of two kinds of
indium surface species is also observed. Similarly to In/mor, in the
sample treated at 500 �C (Fig. 7a) an amount of species that inter-
act with the zeolite (HE) is present. However, the treatment at
700 �C gives place to a change in the species distribution for In–
ZSM5 which is different from that observed for In–mordenite sam-
ples. It can be seen that while the low energy (LE) In 3d signal in-
creases, the signal corresponding to high interaction (HE) indium
species decreases (see Table 2). Since the In/Si ratio remains con-
stant (Table 2), the said effect should be originated in an intercon-
version of indium species near the zeolite surface and not in the
diffusion of these species inside the zeolite crystals. The lesser
amount of acidic external OH groups in ZSM5 could contribute to
the lower proportion of superficially dispersed indium species after
the high temperature treatment. This point will be taken up in the
next subsections.

On the other hand, the XPS results indicate that the Si/Al ratios
of the samples are higher with respect to the theoretical bulk val-
ues (see Table 2, footnote). In the case of In–mordenites, the Si/Al

ratios are also higher than the XPS measured ratios for the H-
mordenite treated at 700 �C (see Table 2, footnote), while for In–
ZSM5 they are similar to those of H–ZSM5. The mordenite behav-
iour could be related to differences in the dealumination process.

3.3. X-ray Diffraction (XRD)

To investigate the crystalline indium phases and the changes on
the crystalline structure of zeolites produced by the OSSIE treat-
ment, XRD measurements were carried out. The crystalline In2O3

presents the main diffraction peaks at 2h = 30.64�, 35.48�, 51.16�
and 60.8� (Fig. 6). For In(4)/mor-700 the peaks corresponding to in-
dium oxide phases are not observed, but for In(8)/mor-700 the
main peaks of the In2O3 oxide become detectable (Fig. 6). On the
other hand, when ZSM5 is the support, the sample with the lower
In loading (4 wt.%) presents the characteristic In2O3 peaks (Fig. 7),
although in other studies the indium oxide has not been observed
in samples with less than 5 wt.% [1]. The dispersion threshold of in-
dium is reached with a lower loading on ZSM5. Accordingly, for the
In(8)/ZSM5 sample, the intensity of In2O3 peaks increases (Fig. 7).

The XRD patterns also show the peaks corresponding to the zeo-
litic structures. For mordenite sample, an important reduction of
peaks at low angles (below 10�) can be seen, which could be orig-
inated by the partial collapse of the mordenite structure, in agree-
ment with the previous NMR characterization results. However, in
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Fig. 7. X-ray diffraction patterns of ammonium and indium/ZSM5 samples with
4%wt and 8 wt.% indium loading. The figure shows In–ZSM5 samples treated by
OSSIE at 700 �C. In2O3 diffractogram is shown for comparison (asterisk denotes
In2O3 signals).
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Fig. 6. X-ray diffraction patterns of ammonium and indium/mordenite samples
with 4 wt.% and 8 wt.% indium loading. The figure shows In–mordenite samples
treated by OSSIE at 700 �C. In2O3 diffractogram is shown for comparison (asterisk
denotes In2O3 signals).
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the case of In–ZSM5 this effect is not observed indicating the better
thermal stability of this zeolite.

It should be mentioned that the XRD of these indium/zeolites
treated at 500 �C showed similar characteristics to those of the
samples treated at 700 �C (not shown). Only a lower depletion of
low angle signals of mordenite framework was observed, support-
ing the assumption that the disappearance of these signals is due
to a partial structure collapse.

3.4. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

The formation of different proportions of indium species in the
zeolites as showed in the above characterizations, could be influ-
enced by the characteristic of zeolite particles. This is a feature
not so frequently taken into account which could have an impact
on the properties of In–zeolites prepared by wet methods. Ogura
et al. have studied the particle size effect of ZSM5 in the indium
sites creation for In–ZSM5 catalysts [17], finding that particle size
alters the proportion of indium species at the external surface. The
FTIR results presented in next section show that the amount of
acidic OH groups in NH4/mordenite treated at 500 �C (H–morde-
nite) is higher than for H–ZSM5. On the other hand, the OH groups
in zeolites could exist both outside and inside the crystals, the
amount of external OH groups being dependent on the external
specific area of the crystal surface [18]. Previously, we determined
that ZSM5 particles have a particle size distribution with
d0.5 = 3.9 lm and mordenite particles have a d0.5 = 2.6 lm with a
wider, and shifted to smaller, size particle volume distribution
[9]. The SEM pictures (Fig. 8) show that ZSM5 is constituted by
densely packed small crystals (0.2 lm) forming nearly spherical
aggregates. Instead, mordenite particles (Fig. 9) are constituted
by a higher proportion of isolated crystals and some aggregated
crystals forming low packed and less spherical particles. These
structural characteristics of zeolite crystals may affect the behavior
of In species during the impregnation and drying steps. During
these processes, polynuclear cations In½ðOHÞ2In�3þn

n could be
formed and deposited on the external surface of the crystals [8].
The higher volume of the ZSM5 particles constituted by small
and packed crystals with a lower superficial acidic OH groups could
originate a higher amount of the voluminous polynuclear indium

cations remaining on the zeolite crystal surface. After the high
temperature treatment of this solid (i.e. 700 �C), a great proportion
of In2O3 crystals was formed onto the crystal surface thus explain-
ing the XPS observations for this In–zeolite. The opposite XPS
behavior determined for In–mordenite (diminution of surface
In2O3 with 700 �C treatment) could be explained by the low packed
characteristics of these crystals, which have a higher amount of
superficial acidic OH groups. This zeolite also has a bigger one-
dimensional channel network. All these features could allow a
higher quantity of highly-dispersed indium oxide species (as
(InO)+ and dispersed InxOy) at the crystal surface and intrapore
after the 700 �C treatment.

3.5. Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR)

As previously shown, the thermal treatment performed in zeo-
lites for the indium exchange, generated structural changes and
different indium species. As the exchange is produced by reaction
of indium with protonic zeolite sites, we acquired the FTIR spectra
of the solids in the region of the zeolite OH groups. Fig. 10 shows
that for the NH4/zeolite samples treated at 500 �C, sharp signals
from OH vibrations at 3600 cm�1 are present, indicating the total
development of H/zeolite forms. Treatment at 700 �C causes a
depletion of the 3600 cm�1 signal for both In–zeolites, being higher
for mordenite, in agreement with the decrease of acidic zeolite OH
due to the solid state reaction with In2O3 [15] according to
In2O3 + H+Zeolite�? 2(InO)+Zeolite� + H2O. However, in the
ammonium treated samples this signal also decreases, suggesting
that a thermal dehydroxilation could be simultaneously produced
for the indium treated samples. For NH4/mor-500, the 3600 cm�1

band has a shoulder at lower frequencies (3570 cm�1) indicating
the presence of two different acidic OH (Fig. 10a). For NH4/ZSM5-
500, the 3600 cm�1 band is symmetric in agreement with only
one environment of acidic OH groups (Fig. 10b).

A signal at 3650 cm�1 is also observed for both zeolites after
treatment at 500 �C, which increases after treatment at 700 �C. It
can be assigned to Al(OH)2+ and AlðOHÞþ2 species originated due
to migration and hydration of the aluminum of the zeolite frame-
work [19]. The increase of this signal after the 700 �C treatment for
H–mordenite (Fig. 10a) implies that it suffers dealumination in air

Fig. 8. SEM images of ZSM5 particles. (a) General view of the packed aggregates of ZSM5; (b) close view showing a detail of the aggregates, composed of small ZSM5 crystals.
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stream at 500 �C for 12 h, which is increased after the 2-h 700 �C
additional treatment, in agreement with structural modifications

Fig. 9. SEM images of mordenite particles. (a) General view of the mordenite particles composed by isolated and low packed aggregates; (b) close view of an aggregate,
showing the less packed structure.
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Fig. 10. FTIR spectra of NH4 and In–zeolites pellets taken at 350 �C with N2 flow. (a)
FTIR spectra of mordenite samples; (b) FTIR spectra of ZSM5 samples.
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detected by the NMR studies reported above. The decrease in the
relative intensity of the 3650 cm�1 band for the In(4)/mor-700
sample could be originated by interaction between indium species
and extralattice Al–OH species, as proposed for indium ion-ex-
changed samples [5]. For the NH4/ZSM5 treated samples
(Fig. 10b), the 3650 cm�1 signal is present after the 500 �C treat-
ment but smaller changes are observed after the 700 �C treat-
ments, if compared to mordenite, in agreement with the small
NMR changes for octahedral aluminum.

The indium exchange process by the OSSIE method in zeolites
treated at 700 �C was also reflected in the catalytic performance
of these solids. The samples evaluated in the NOx SCR with CH4

and 2% O2 at 15,000 h�1 (1000 ppm NO, 1000 ppm CH4) showed
a maximum NOx conversion of 44% at 370 �C for In(4)/mordenite,
while In(4)/ZSM5 reached 72% at 500 �C, in spite of the lower
amount of dispersed indium species present in the latter. A thor-
ough catalytic evaluation of these samples is currently in progress
[20].

3.6. Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) of adsorbed NO

The dispersed indium species produced during the OSSIE meth-
od shown by the FTIR and XPS results were further confirmed by
NO-FTIR experiments. In previous studies, we found a characteris-
tic NO2 evolution in NO-temperature programmed experiments of
In–zeolites [10], associated with a NO oxidation by the dispersed
indium species followed by a NO2 desorption above 200 �C. FTIR
experiments were carried out using pellets of In/mor treated in
NO atmosphere and evacuated at different temperatures
(Fig. 11). It can be observed that after evacuation at low tempera-
tures, the only NOx signal detected on the solid is the one located at
1628 cm�1, which corresponds to the stretching of NO2 bondings.
The signal corresponding to the OH bonding of water is also in this
zone, but with lower definition and shifted to higher wave num-
bers (see hydrated sample). The adsorbed NO2 signal becomes
weaker after evacuation at 200 �C, which is consistent with the
depletion of NO2 observed in NO-TPD experiments on similar In–
zeolite samples [10].

4. Conclusions

By NMR, it was determined that the indium exchange process to
obtain In–zeolite catalysts by the OSSIE method causes changes in
the zeolite structure even at 500 �C and especially in mordenite. A
progressive dealumination occurs when increasing temperature,
changing the relative amounts of extra-framework Al together
with a distortion of the zeolitic structure. ZSM5 is a more stable
support for the OSSIE method. In samples with 4 wt.% indium, crys-
tals of In2O3 are observed for ZSM5; the threshold limit of indium
dispersion is higher with mordenite. Dispersed indium species in
this zeolite can oxidize NO to NO2, which desorbs at low tempera-
tures. These dispersed indium species are responsible for the cata-
lytic activity of these solids in the SCR of NOx. The OSSIE treatment

originates different indium species on the surface, as determined
by XPS measurements. The surface indium content is similar in
both zeolites but the proportions of species are different. For In–
mordenite, (InO+, InxOy) species are preferentially formed and they
increase with the temperature treatment, whereas for ZSM5 the
contrary occurs. This could be attributed to a larger amount of
strong acidic OH surface sites in the smaller and less packed mord-
enite crystals, which would favor surface interactions with indium
species.

Structural changes also impact on the OH zeolite groups. FTIR
characterization indicates that extra-framework AlOH type species
are formed after treatment at 500 �C. At higher temperatures, the
decrease of the amount of acidic OH is produced due to both the
solid-state exchange and thermal dehydroxilation. These effects
are more pronounced in mordenite samples.
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